How to search ERIC for articles that contain appended research instruments, e.g., those located in the appendix of the article.

When some or all of a research instrument is included in the article, this is specified in the EBSCO ERIC Detailed Record with the word *appended* in the abstract.

*Appended* typically means one of three things:

- The full instrument is included as an appendix to the article.
- Items from the instrument are reproduced in a figure of a table
- Items from the instrument are described in the Methods section.

Excerpt from an example EBSCO ERIC Detailed Record:

To find these articles, conduct a search as follows:

1) Search by keywords (to represent variables); use the term *appended* in a search box, use a keyword phrase such as *questionnaire* OR *survey* OR *scale* OR *instrument* OR *test* OR *measure* in a separate search box, using the drop-down field *Abstract*, similar to the example below:

Note: If you are looking for a specific research instrument, simply search for it by name in the first search box instead of using keywords.